Novel strategies (2) to slow climate
change and fight global warming
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To avoid permafrost melting 124,000
Heat Pipes transfer heat from the oil, to
aerial fins on the Trans Alaska Pipeline.
This Pipeline conveys crude oil over 800 miles (1287
km) from Prudhoe Bay to Valdez, Alaska, USA.
The pipeline is 122 cm diameter and needed over 0.5 million tons of steel to be built.
The capacity of the filled pipeline is 9 million barrels.
Proposed LNG gas Pipeline will need 1.7 million tons of steel.

Photos by C. Jeff Dyrek
http://www.yellowairplane.com/global_warming/4-Trans_Alaska_Oil_Pipeline_Problems.html
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Permafrost cooling

Alaska pipeline support legs are cooled by
heat pipe thermosyphons to keep permafrost frozen
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Heat_pipe

Building on permafrost is difficult because heat from the structure can thaw the
permafrost. Heat pipes are used to avoid the risk of destabilization.
For example, in the Trans-Alaska Pipeline System residual ground heat remaining in
the oil as well as heat produced by friction and turbulence in the moving oil could
conduct down the pipe's support legs and melt the permafrost on which the supports
are anchored. This would cause the pipeline to sink and possibly be damaged.
To prevent this, each vertical support member has been mounted with four vertical
heat pipe thermosyphons. C.E. Heuer, “The Application of Heat Pipes on the Trans-Alaska Pipeline” Special
Report 79-26, United States Army Corps of Engineers, Sept. 1979 http://www.dtic.mil/dtic/tr/fulltext/u2/a073597.pdf

During the winter, the air is colder than the ground around the supports. The liquid
ammonia at the bottom of the thermosyphon is vaporized, cooling the surrounding
permafrost and helping to keep it frozen. The ammonia vapor is condensed by the
colder air surrounding the condenser. During the summer, the thermosyphons stop
operating, since there is no liquid ammonia available at the bottom of the heat pipe.
Heat pipes are also used to keep the permafrost frozen alongside parts of the
Qinghai–Tibet Railway where the embankment and track absorb the sun's heat.
Vertical heat pipes on either side of relevant formations prevent that heat from
spreading any further into the surrounding permfrost.

Two phase gravity assisted
Heat Pipe Thermosyphons

In a thermosyphon heat pipe, liquid working fluid is
vaporized at the heat source by heat supplied to
the bottom of the heat pipe (the evaporator).
The vapor travels to the cold source at the top of
the heat pipe (the condenser), where it condenses.
Due to partial pressure build up, the vapor
transforms back into liquid thus releasing latent
heat. The liquid then drains back to the bottom of
the heat pipe by gravity, and the cycle repeats.
Due to very high latent heat of vaporization a large
quantity of heat can be transferred very rapidly. A
thermosyphon heat pipe can transfer up to 100
times more thermal energy, than copper, the best
known conductor; and with small temperature drop
per meter

The heat pipes used to prevent permafrost melting
and cool the trans Alaska oil pipeline are 12 m long.
Much longer thermosyphons have been proposed
for the extraction of geothermal energy.
(93 m long propane thermosyphon, carring 6 kW of heat by T. Storch et al., “Wetting and Film Behavior Of
Propane Inside Geothermal Heat Pipes”, 16th Int. Heat Pipe Conference, Lyon, France, May 20-24, 2012.

From the condenser
section, IR is
released to the
environment: heat is
taken away by
means of air cooling
with fins, etc.

A traditional heat pipe is a hollow cylinder filled
with a vaporizable liquid and functions as follows:
A- Heat is absorbed in the evaporating section.
B- Fluid boils to vapor phase.
C- Heat is released from the upper part of the
cylinder (condenser section) to the environment,
vapor condenses to liquid phase.
D- Liquid returns by gravity to the lower part of
cylinder (evaporating section).
http://www.manorenterprises.com/product_heat_pipe.html

A heat pipe thermosyphon is a heat transfer device
that can transport large quantities of heat with a very small difference in temperature
between the hotter and colder interfaces.
Heat pipes employ evaporative cooling to transfer thermal energy from one point to
another by the evaporation and condensation of a working fluid or coolant. The latent
heat of evaporation absorbed by the vaporisation of the working fluid reduces the
temperature at the hot end of the pipe. The latent heat of condensation released at the
cold end in then evacuated there by fins.
Advantages:
Self-contained passive energy recovery devices.
Can transfer up to 100 times more thermal energy, than copper, the best known
conductor, with very low temperature drop.
They have no moving parts and hence require minimum maintenance.
Completely silent and reversible in operation and require no external energy other than
the thermal energy they transfer.
Ruggedly built and can withstand a lot of abuse.
Disadvantages:
Must be tuned to particular cooling conditions.
When heated above or below a certain temperature, the heat pipe's thermal
conductivity is effectively reduced.
In practice, the speed of the vapour through the heat pipe is limited by the rate of
condensation at the cold end and far lower than the molecular speed. In theory the
speed of molecules in a gas is approximately the speed of sound, and in the absence
of non-condensing gases (if there is only one gas phase present) this is the upper limit
to the velocity with which they could travel in the heat pipe.

The greenhouse effect is due to long
wave radiation (Infra-Red)

Image from http://www.realscience.org.uk/science-discussion-climate-change-clouds.html

Greenhouse gases in the
troposphere act on the Earth as a
“continuous insulation”.
Increasing the concentration of
GHGs in the atmosphere is like
increasing the insulation by
preventing thermal bridging and
replacing the single glass by
double glass, then triple glass…

Image from http://sciencebitz.com/?page_id=582

In order to fight global warming we need to “cool down the Earth”.
We propose to voluntarily create “thermal bridges” or “paths for heat loss”
(by Infrared long wave radiation) from the planet surface to the outer space.

We call this “thermal shortcut” strategies:
Earth Radiation Management (ERM)
by analogy to Geoengineering
Solar Radiation Management (SRM).

Mega high heat pipe to cool the Earth
Researchers in the Netherlands, proposed in 1996 the
MegaPower Heat Pipe -- an enormous power station which
they claimed may one day be a major source of pollutionfree energy.
While the scheme may sound crazy, the working cycle that
the tower would use to generate electricity, is similar to the
cycle that underlies hydroelectric power.
The turbines in a hydroelectric power station harness the
potential energy of water as it falls from a lake or reservoir
towards the sea.
But this is only half the story. The water gained potential
energy when it evaporated from the ocean and rose into the
clouds where it cooled down and condensed to form rain
that replenished the lakes.
The MegaPower heat pipe would enclose the system inside
a giant tower and replace the water used for hydroelectric
power with another fluid.
At the top, the fluid would condense in the cold of the upper
atmosphere.
From there it will fall through a turbine to the upper
atmosphere to the bottom of the tower where energy from
the sea would evaporate the fluid, and start the cycle again.
It was claimed that the cost of the scheme could be ‘within
the costs of providing equivalent conventional generating
capacity’.

A Megapower Heat Pipe can create a “thermal
bridge” from the planet surface to the outer
space (by Infrared long wave radiation) .

BRON: De Ingenieur nr. 20 - 6 december 1995
http://www.lgwkater.nl/energie/megapower/megapower.htm

29.01.1996 DER SPIEGEL 5/1996
http://www.spiegel.de/spiegel/print/d-8871103.html

Aufbau und Funktionsweise eines MegapowerKraftwerkes im Meer / DER SPIEGEL / Frank HOOS
http://wissen.spiegel.de/wissen/image/show.html?did=8871103&aref=i
mage017/SP1996/005/SP199600501510151.pdf

Sky-high tower of power may ride the waves,
NewScientist magazine N°2012, January1996
http://www.newscientist.com/article/mg14920123.800-skyhigh-towerof-power-may-ride-the-waves.html

‘Megapower’ produceerde slechts publiciteit,
Energie+ 2006/4
http://www.energieplus.nl/megapower_produceerde_slechts_publiciteit

Butan / NH3 cycle process

The thermosyphons or heat pipes can be very useful to save the arctic
and prevent massive methane release.
An enormous amount of two phase thermosyphons are currently used to
prevent permafrost melting along pipelines, roads and train-rails over
Alaska, Siberia, and Chinese Mongolia. They allow to decrease the
permafrost temperatures by 3°C and more.
The thermosyphons remove heat from the soil and transfer it to the
air during the winter. The concept is that thermosyphons remove as
much heat as possibly in the wintertime, so that it can carry through that
frozen ground till the end of summer.
Large scale use of numerous, more efficient and cheap heat-pipes can
help relive the side effects of global warming induced problems, as well
as for glaciers and for the Arctic melting.

Figures from
Mochizuki et al

Very big size heat pipe thermosyphons
can help cool down the planet
Mochizuki et al
proposed
ultralarge-scale
heat pipes for
cooling the Earth
(Mochizuki, M., Akbarzadeh, A., & Nguyen,
T. (2013). A Review of Practical
Applications of Heat Pipes and
Innovative Application of Opportunities
for Global Warming. Chapter 5 p145-. In
“Heat Pipes and Solid Sorption
Transformations: Fundamentals and
Practical Applications”, Editors L.L Vasiliev,
Sadik Kakaç, CRC Press, 536 pages)

In 2009, Daniel Asturias and Isaac
Harwell proposed “motion less
thermal generators” (MoTGens)
which are also heat pipe
thermosyphons. BBC 23 December 2009
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/technology/8417192.stm

Very big size heat pipe thermosyphons
can curb climate change
Mochizuki et al proposed giant thermosyphons to fight global warming

http://www.ics.ele.tue.nl/~akash/maartje/getSy stemDetail.php?ID=248
Inside a heat pipe, at the hot interface a f luid turns to vapor absorbing the latent heat resulting in a phase change, and the gas naturally flows and condenses back to liquid on the cold interf ace releasing the latent heat.
The f luid liquid falls by grav ity (or is moved back by capillary action) to the hot interface to evaporate again and repeat the cycle.
In addition, the internal pressure is set or adjusted to facilitate the phase change under the working condition. Heat pipes employ evaporativ e cooling to transfer thermal energy f rom one point to another by the ev aporation and condensation of a working f luid or coolant. Heat pipes rely on a temperature difference between the ends of the pipe, and cannot lower temperatures at either end bey ond the ambient temperature (hence they tend to equalize the temperature within the pipe). When one end of the heat pipe is heated the working f luid inside the pipe at that end evaporates and increases the vapor pressure inside the cav ity of the heat pipe. The latent heat of evaporation absorbed by the vaporization of the working fluid reduces the temperature at the hot end of the pipe. The vapor pressure over the hot liquid working f luid at the hot end of the pipe is higher than the equilibrium vapor pressure ov er condensing working fluid at the cooler end of the pipe, and this pressure difference drives a rapid mass transfer to the condensing end where the excess vapor condenses, releases its latent heat, and warms the cool end of the pipe. Non-condensing gases (caused by contamination for instance) in the vapor impede the gas flow and reduce the effectiv eness of the heat pipe, particularly at low temperatures, where vapor pressures are low.
The velocity of molecules in a gas is approximately the speed of sound and in the absence of non condensing gases; this is the upper v elocity with which they could travel in the heat pipe. In practice, the speed of the vapor through the heat pipe is dependent on the rate of condensation at the cold end. The condensed working f luid then flows back to the hot end of the pipe. In the case of vertically -oriented heat pipes the f luid may be moved by the force of grav ity. In the case of heat pipes containing wicks, the f luid is returned by capillary action.
Components of a heat pipe:
A heat pipe has three different components: the casing, the working f luid, and the wick. The casing can be made out of a variety of different materials, depending on the specif ications and the working f luid. Most heat pipes currently used hav e copper, stainless steel, or aluminum casings. The wick is often a woven wire mesh that is composed of very small pores. Stainless steel is easiest to work with but copper is also used. Aluminum on the other hand, is difficult to weav e and therefore in using this material it is difficult to achieve a small pore size. The pore size is important because the wick operates under the principle of capillary action. Capillary action describes how f luid in a very small tube will be forced up through this tiny opening causing the f luid to rise. This fluid transport against grav ity is passive and can be attributed to the atmospheric pressure pushing the through the small pores, and the surface tension felt between the molecules of the f luid itself (thereby ensuring a continuous stream of fluid mov ing up the wick). The wick is usually located against the inside walls of the heat pipe and can have various geometries.
A ty pical heat pipe consists of a sealed pipe or tube made of a material with high thermal conductiv ity such as copper or aluminum at both ends. A vacuum pump is used to remove all air from the empty heat pipe, and then the pipe is f illed with a f raction of a percent by volume of working fluid (or coolant), chosen to match the operating temperature. Some example f luids are water, ethanol, acetone, sodium, or mercury. Due to the partial vacuum that is near or below the v apor pressure of the f luid, some of the fluid will be in the liquid phase and some will be in the gas phase. Hav ing a vacuum eliminates the need for the working gas to diffuse through another gas and so the bulk transfer of the vapor to the cold end of the heat pipe is at the speed of the mov ing molecules.
The only practical limit to the rate of heat transfer is the speed with which the gas can be condensed to a liquid at the cold end. Inside the pipe's walls, an optional wick structure exerts a capillary pressure on the liquid phase of the working fluid. This is ty pically a sintered metal powder or a series of grooves parallel to the pipe axis, but it may be any material capable of exerting capillary pressure on the condensed liquid to wick it back to the heated end. The heat pipe may not need a wick structure if grav ity or some other source of acceleration is sufficient to ov ercome surf ace tension and cause the condensed liquid to flow back to the heated end.
Heat pipes contain no mechanical moving parts and typically require no maintenance, though non-condensing gases (that diffuse through the pipe's walls, result f rom breakdown of the working f luid, or exist as impurities in the materials) may ev entually reduce the pipe's effectiv eness at transferring heat. This is signif icant when the working f luid's vapor pressure is low. The adv antage of heat pipes is their great efficiency in transferring heat. They are a much better heat conductor than an equiv alent cross-section of solid copper. A heat flux of more than 230MW/m² has been recorded (nearly 4 times the heat flux at the surface of the sun). Activ e control of heat f lux can be carried out by adding a variable volume liquid reservoir to the evaporator section. Variable conductance heat pipes employ a large reservoir of inert immiscible gas attached to the condensing section. Vary ing the gas reservoir pressure changes the volume of gas charged to the condenser which in turn limits the area available for v apor condensation. Thus a wider range of heat f luxes and temperature gradients can be accommodated with a single design.
Heat pipes are also being widely used in solar thermal water heating applications in combination with evacuated tube solar collector arrays. In these applications, distilled water is commonly used as the heat transfer f luid inside a sealed length of copper tubing that is located within an evacuated glass tube and oriented towards the sun. In solar thermal water heating applications, an evacuated tube collector can deliv er up to 40% more efficiency compared to more traditional "f lat plate" solar water heaters. Evacuated tube collectors eliminate the need for anti-f reeze additiv es to be added as the vacuum helps prevent heat loss. These types of solar thermal water heaters are frost protected down to more than -3 °C and are being used in Antarctica to h eat water.

•WIKIPEDIA
•МедияУики, Страници, които сочат към, Промени, свързани с МедияУики, Специални страници, Информация, Всички страници с представ ка, Tepelná trubice (anglicky heatpipe, nebo heat pipe), En heat-pipe kan ses som en sammenbygning af en fordamper og en termodynamisk kondensator, En heat-pipe (mulig oversættelse: Fasemiks v armerør med to kølepladeender) er en passiv varmeoverf ørselsmekanisme, der kan transportere store mængder af varme med en meget lille forskel i temperatur mellem et v armt og koldt v armereserv oir. En heat-pipe kan også v ære f lad og kaldes så en heat-spreader
•Ein Wärmerohr ist ein Wärmeübertrager, der unter Nutzung von Verdampfungswärme eines Mediums eine hohe Wärmestromdichte erlaubt, d. h. auf kleiner Querschnittsf läche können große Wärmemengen transportiert werden. Es wird zwischen zwei Bauformen von Wärmerohren unterschieden, der Heatpipe und dem Zwei-Phasen-Thermosiphon. Lämpöputki on lämmönsiirrin, ヒートパイプ, Тепловая тру бка, Tepelná trubica, En heatpipe är ett slutet rör med vätska inuti.
•熱導管（或稱熱管 ）係一種具 有快速均溫特 性的特殊材 料，其中空的 金屬管體， 使其具有質輕 的特點，而其 快速均溫的 特性，則使其 具有優異的 熱超導性能； 熱管的運用 範圍相當廣泛 ，最早期運 用於航天領域 ，現早已普 及運用於各式 熱交換器、 冷卻器、 天然地熱引用…等 ，擔任起快 速熱傳導的角 色，更是現 今電子產品散 熱裝置中最 普遍高效的導 熱（非散熱） 元件。
•Жылу түтігі. Rurka cieplna, heat-pipe – rurka zawierająca parujący i skraplający się pły n do transportu ciepła, umoŜliwiająca przekazy wanie znacznych ilości ciepła przy niewielkiej róŜnicy temperatur (rząd wielkości większy ch niŜ trady cy jne materiały, które ograniczane są ich przewodnością cieplną).
•Een heat pipe is een transportmechanisme dat grote hoeveelheden warmte kan verplaatsen. De v erplaatsing is veel groter dan normaal door eenvoudig geleiding mogelijk zou zijn, bij veel kleinere temperatuursverschillen en/of over grotere afstanden. In een heat pipe zit een transportmedium, dat aan de warme kant verdampt, waarbij het energie opneemt, als gas zich v oortbeweegt naar de koude kant, alwaar het condenseert en zijn warmte afgeeft, om v ervolgens weer als v loeistof terug te stromen naar de warme kant. Tubulação de calor é um tubo com alta condutiv idade térmica usado como um dissipador de calor.
•FROM http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Heat_pipe A heat pipe or heat pin is a heat-transfer dev ice that combines the principles of both thermal conductiv ity and phase transition to efficiently manage the transfer of heat between two solid interfaces.
•At the hot interface of a heat pipe a liquid in contact with a thermally conductiv e solid surface turns into a v apor by absorbing heat f rom that surf ace. The vapor then trav els along the heat pipe to the cold interf ace and condenses back into a liquid - releasing the latent heat. The liquid then returns to the hot interface through either capillary action, centrifugal force, or grav ity, and the cycle repeats. Heat pipes are thermal superconductors, due to the very high heat transfer coefficients for boiling and condensation. The effective thermal conductiv ity varies with heat pipe length, and can approach 100,000 W/m K for long heat pipes, in comparison with approximately 400 W/m K for copper.
•Tubo termosif ón bifásico (TTB) o caloducto; es un tubo con alta conductiv idad usado como disipador de calor. condotto termico,
•From http://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Caloduc Caloduc, du latin calor « chaleur » et de ductus « conduite », désigne des éléments conducteurs de chaleur. Appelé heat pipe en anglais (signif iant littéralement « tuyau de chaleur »), un caloduc est destiné à transporter la chaleur grâce au principe du transfert thermique par transition de phase d'un f luide (chaleur latente). Un caloduc se présente sous la forme d’une enceinte hermétique qui renferme un f luide en équilibre avec sa phase gazeuse et sa phase liquide, en absence de tout autre gaz. À un bout du caloduc, celui près de l'élément à ref roidir, le liquide chauffe et se vaporise en emmagasinant de l'énergie provenant de la chaleur émise par cet élément. Ce gaz se diffuse alors dans le caloduc jusqu'au niveau d'un dissipateur thermique (ou d'un autre sy stème de ref roidissement) où il sera ref roidi, jusqu'à ce qu'il se condense pour redevenir à nouveau un liquide, et céder de l'énergie à l'air ambiant sous forme de chaleur. Le liquide doit alors retourner à son point de départ, parfois par grav ité (si vertical), parfois par capillarité si incliné ou horizontal.
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